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Using video- and text-based situational judgement tests for teacher selection: a
quasi-experiment exploring the relations between test format, subgroup differences,
and applicant reactions

Lisa Bardach , Jade V. Rushby, Lisa E. Kim and Robert M. Klassen

Department of Education, University of York, York, UK

ABSTRACT

The present study examines whether video-based situational judgement test (SJT) formats provide
benefits over “traditional” text-based SJTs. Focusing on three SJT conditions – two video-based
conditions (with and without text), and a text-based condition – we investigated mean differences
in applicant reactions and SJT scores, subgroup differences (ethnicity and gender), and relations
between SJT scores and applicant reactions. Using a quasi-experimental design, 290 prospective
teachers (56.6% female) were randomly assigned to one of the three SJT conditions. SJT scores
did not significantly differ between conditions, but both video-based formats were perceived as
more engaging than the text-based format. Results from a multigroup path model indicated that
there were statistically significant gender effects for the text-based condition (females outper-
forming males), but not for the two video-based conditions. However, ethnicity effects (members
from majority groups outperforming members from minority groups) occurred in all conditions.
Differentiated patterns of relations were found between applicant reactions and SJT performance,
with engagement statistically significantly predicting SJT performance in the video without text
condition. Implications for future research and teacher selection practice are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Situational Judgement Tests (SJTs) can be defined as

a scenario-based assessment method designed to measure

individuals’ judgement in complex and contextualized work-

place settings (e.g., Bledow & Frese, 2009; Guenole et al., 2015;

Oostrom et al., 2010; Ryan & Ployhart, 2014). Considerable

empirical evidence on the predictive and incremental validity

of SJTs underlines their added value for selection into different

professions and study programmes (see e.g., Koczwara et al.,

2012; Lievens et al., 2008; McDaniel et al., 2001; Patterson et al.,

2012). However, while the use of SJTs as a selection method is

well-established in organizational psychology, they have just

recently been introduced to educational (psychology) research

as a tool for the selection into initial teacher education pro-

grammes (ITE) (e.g., Klassen et al., 2014; Klassen et al., 2020). To

date, there are still notable gaps in our knowledge and areas in

need of more research with regard to SJTs for teacher selection

as well as SJTs more generally.

For instance, the rise of technology has played a vital

role in personnel selection (e.g., Bruk-Lee et al., 2016) and

SJTs relying on multimedia formats have been employed in

various settings (e.g., for police applicants, De Meijer et al.,

2010; for medical school applicants, e.g.; Fröhlich et al.,

2017; Lievens, 2013). Several advantages are put forward

in the context of video-based SJTs (see e.g., Pollard &

Cooper-Thomas, 2015), among those the potential to

reduce subgroup differences (e.g., Anderson, 2003; Chan

& Schmitt, 1997), more favourable applicant reactions (e.g.,

Richman-Hirsch et al., 2000), and critically, the opportunity

for applicants to judge the interpersonal cues (e.g., facial

expressions, body language) that are present in video

formats.

The overall aim of the current study is therefore to

explore SJT formats (video and text) and their combinations

(video with text, video without text) to address the question

whether video-based SJTs provide sufficient benefits over

more “traditional” text-based SJTs for selection of prospec-

tive teachers, and to enhance our understanding of the

interplay and relative importance of different SJT features,

such as video and text. We report the findings from a quasi-

experiment in which prospective teachers were randomly

assigned to one of three SJT conditions – two video-based

conditions (3D animated video with text and 3D animated

video without text), and a text-based condition – as part of

selection into an initial teacher education (ITE) programme.

In addition to investigating the mean differences in appli-

cant reactions (i.e., perceptions of job relatedness, fairness,

effort, engagement, test anxiety) and SJT scores between

the three conditions, this study aims to shed light on

whether video-based formats might influence subgroup dif-

ferences in terms of ethnicity and gender. Furthermore, we

want to understand the relations between applicant reac-

tions to the three SJT formats and their performance on the

SJT. Finally, we aim to link SJT performance in the three

conditions to typically collected assessment centre data,

such as scores on interviews and group tasks.
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1.1. SJTs for teacher selection

Text-based SJTs have recently been introduced in teacher educa-

tion as a way to assess the non-cognitive attributes of applicants

for teacher training programs. Teachers’ non-cognitive attributes

cover a range of constructs tapping into, for example, teachers’

motivation and personality. Whereas cognitive abilities (as mea-

sured by e.g., college entrance exam tests) seem to be rather

weak predictors of teacher effectiveness (e.g., Aloe & Becker,

2009; Bardach & Klassen, 2020), a number of non-cognitive attri-

butes have been found to be significantly related to teacher

effectiveness (e.g., Klassen & Tze, 2014; Klassen et al., 2018; Kim

et al., 2019; Kunter et al., 2013), underscoring the necessity to

include appropriate measures of non-cognitive attributes in tea-

cher selection processes. Nonetheless, researchers and practi-

tioners have struggled with the assessment of non-cognitive

(teacher) attributes as they are difficult to measure and, when

using classical self-reports, are prone to response biases and

faking (e.g., Johnson & Saboe, 2011; Klassen & Kim, 2017). By

contrast, SJTs offer a more indirect and implicit assessment of

what applicants deem as appropriate responses (Motowidlo &

Beier, 2010; Motowidlo et al., 2006). While SJTs are still vulnerable

to faking, Hooper et al. (2006) concluded that SJT faking effects

are smaller than those observed in personality self-report

measures.

By adopting selection models based on selection research in

other disciplines, a set of text-based SJTs capturing non-cognitive

teacher attributes have been developed and are currently in use

for teacher selection (see e.g., Klassen & Kim, 2017 for an overview,

also see e.g., Klassen et al., 2014; Klassen et al., 2020). The target

attributes of the SJTs (adaptability and resilience, organization and

planning, empathy and communication, conscientiousness, mind-

set, and emotion regulation) were developed using both inductive

and deductive approaches (e.g., Guenole et al., 2017; Schubert

et al., 2008; Weekley et al., 2006; see Klassen et al., 2014; Klassen

et al., 2017, 2020 for detailed descriptions of the development

process). Previous studies employing these text-based SJTs

demonstrated high levels of reliability and strong evidence of

concurrent validity with other non-cognitive assessment methods

(Klassen et al., 2017, 2020). Nevertheless, to date, research and

development on SJTs for teacher selection has only included text-

based formats, in spite of the apparent advantages that video-

based formats may offer (see next section for a review).

Relying on a sample of prospective teachers, the present study

therefore compares three different formats of SJTs: two video-

based SJTs (one with and one without accompanying text) as

well as a text-based SJT. This study offers theoretical and practical

contributions. From a theoretical perspective, our study estab-

lishes amore fine-grained understanding of SJT formats by explor-

ing the promises and pitfalls of video-based SJT formats with

varying features (i.e., video with and without text). This is an

important extension, as most existing work on video-based SJTs

compares video- and text-based formats against (e.g., Chan &

Schmitt, 1997; MacCann et al., 2016). Our study is, to the best of

our knowledge, furthermore the first to test potential gender

differences in addition to ethnicity differences in research on SJT

formats and we investigate a rich set of external linkages in terms

of applicant reactions as well as assessment centre tasks. From

a practical perspective, we provide information to ITE programs

and test developers about whether potential advantages of video

SJTs (e.g., positive applicant reactions, reduced ethnicity differ-

ences) justify the cost-intensive development of video SJTs.

1.2. Research on video-based SJTs

In recent decades, assessments for personnel selection have

become increasingly interactive and media-rich (e.g., Bruk-Lee

et al., 2016). As an example of these technological develop-

ments, video-based SJTs are nowadays a popular medium for

selection and research purposes (e.g., Fröhlich et al., 2017;

Juster et al., 2019). Videos allow for incorporating interpersonal

cues (e.g., facial expressions, body language) and interpreting

and adequately reacting to interpersonal situations is central in

various professions, e.g., for medical doctors, police officers,

and teachers. Specifically, the ability to accurately interpret

teacher-student interpersonal situations is of fundamental

importance in teaching, because teacher-student relationships

form the very core of the profession (Wentzel, 2016; Wubbels

et al., 2012). Video-based SJTs can involve live action videos

with actors or, as in our study, 3D-animated characters, with

some research suggesting favourable applicant reactions to

this format (Bruk-Lee et al., 2016). One advantage of the ani-

mated format is that developers can easily control the body

language and facial expression of characters; for example, by

adding non-ambiguous facial expressions to indicate basic

emotions.

Given that research on video-based SJTs using animations is

scarce, we mainly draw on research using video-SJTs in this

section. In addition, as no study in the context of teacher

education has investigated video SJTs, we base our hypotheses

on existing findings derived in other contexts. We suggest that

this approach is appropriate due to the lack of research on why

relations, such as the effects of ethnicity on SJT scores, should

function differently in samples of (prospective) teachers than in

samples from other populations.

1.2.1. Video-based SJTs and subgroup differences

Although SJTs that measure non-cognitive attributes have gen-

erally been found to produce fewer subgroup differences than

cognitive tests (e.g., Lievens et al., 2008; Whetzel & McDaniel,

2009), research indicates that members of ethnic majority

groups outperform those of minority groups and females typi-

cally outperform males on SJTs (e.g., Husbands et al., 2015;

Lievens et al., 2016; see Whetzel et al., 2008 for a meta-

analysis). Reducing subgroup differences is critical in any selec-

tion process, but may be of particular importance for selection

of prospective teachers, with a relative paucity of minority

group teachers (e.g., Nguyen & Redding, 2018) representing

an issue of serious and ongoing concern.

Consequently, researchers have sought to gain an under-

standing of why subgroup differences occur and how they can

be reduced. There are numerous approaches to explain ethni-

city differences in (selection) tests, but research on SJTs has

mainly focused on measurement-related aspects: For example,

meta-analytic findings suggest that mean ethnicity differences

in SJT scores may be related to the “cognitive loading” of the

SJT: the larger the cognitive load (i.e., the association with
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scores on cognitive ability tests), the larger the mean differ-

ence, as cognitive ability tests typically disadvantage ethnic

minority group members (Whetzel et al., 2008). Crucially, in

a study conducted in a high stakes test setting with medical

school applicants in which the authors compared a video-

based SJT with its text-based counterpart, the video-based

version had a lower correlation with scores on a cognitive

ability test than the written version (Lievens & Sackett, 2006;

see also Weekley & Jones, 1997). This led the authors to con-

clude that the written version of an SJT was more heavily

“cognitively weighted” than a video-based SJT. Aligned with

the findings on the higher “cognitive load” of written vs. video

SJTs (e.g., Lievens & Sackett, 2006) and the role of “cognitive

load” of SJTs in increasing ethnicity differences (Whetzel et al.,

2008), results from a laboratory experiment revealed that

a video-based SJT had a significantly less adverse impact than

a text-based (paper and pencil) SJT (Chan & Schmitt, 1997). The

results of this study indicated that while White applicants

scored higher on both the written and the video-based SJT

than Black applicants, this gap was substantially reduced for

the video-based SJT. In sum, prior research suggests that eth-

nicity differences may be influenced by the inclusion of video

material. In light of existing evidence, we therefore propose

that although ethnicity effects might occur in all conditions,

they will be larger for the conditions including text.

Hypothesis 1: There will be significant ethnicity differences in

SJT scores – with members from majority groups obtaining

higher scores than members from minority groups – in all

three condition. The effects will be larger in the two conditions

with text (video with text, text-based).

With regard to gender differences, Whetzel et al. (2008) con-

cluded that SJT scores favoured females when SJTs were related

to the personality traits of conscientiousness and agreeableness.

Moderate gender differences favouring females have been

found for the text-based SJTs developed for prospective teacher

selection (Klassen et al., 2020), which might partially be due to

the fact that conscientiousness represents one of the target

attributes assessed by these SJTs. To the best of our knowledge,

no study has yet contrasted gender differences in the scores of

various formats of SJTs, and previous studies on video-based SJTs

have, like text-based SJTs, revealed a scoring pattern favouring

female test-takers (e.g., Juster et al., 2019; Lievens, 2013).

However, it is possible that video formats may increase gender

disparity in SJT performance. One robust finding from meta-

analyses and literature reviews is that females outperform

males in recognizing basic facial emotions (e.g., Kret & de

Gelder, 2012), a finding supported by gender socialization the-

ories (e.g., Social Role Theory, Eagly, 1987) that propose commu-

nication differences based on differential gender socialization.

The interpersonal cues afforded by video formats over text for-

mats (e.g., the ability to read facial expressions and body lan-

guage) may lead to an increase in the SJT performance gaps

between male and female applicants (e.g., Wingenbach et al.,

2018). Hence, for our study, we assume gender differences in SJT

scores will occur in all conditions but will be accentuated on the

video-based formats due to documented sex differences in facial

emotion recognition (e.g., Wingenbach et al., 2018).

Hypothesis 2: There will be significant gender differences

(females scoring higher than males) in all three conditions.

The effects will be larger in the two conditions with videos

(video with text, video without text).

1.2.2. Video-based SJTs, applicant reactions, SJT

performance, and relations to assessment centre tasks

Applicant reactions reflect how applicants perceive and respond

to selection tools (such as SJTs) on the basis of their experience of

the selection process. These reactions include, for example, per-

ceptions of fairness, job relatedness, and levels of motivation.

Robust evidence exists on the effects of applicant reactions on

attitudes, intentions, and behaviours, underlining their implica-

tions for the design and implementation of selection tests

(McCarthy et al., 2017; also see e.g., Nikolaou et al., 2015).

Importantly, simulations with greater realism, such as

video-based SJTs, offer assessments that might be perceived

as more job-related to candidates than traditional selection

tools, such as strictly text-based assessments. It has been

argued that this increased face validity is rooted in the fact

that these formats present the information in a way more

similar to how it would be experienced in daily (working)

life, thus providing a more authentic presentation of informa-

tion to the applicant (Zenisky & Sireci, 2002). More favourable

applicant perceptions of face validity have been reported for

video-based SJTs than for written SJTs using the same content

(Chan & Schmitt, 1997; Richman-Hirsch et al., 2000; but see

Lievens & Sackett, 2006, who did not find a significant differ-

ence). Furthermore, from a procedural justice perspective,

perceptions of the selection process regarding the formal

test characteristics, such as particular features of the selection

methods themselves, strongly influence applicants’ percep-

tions of fairness (Patterson et al., 2011; see also Gilliland &

Steiner, 2001). The realism and concreteness inherent in video

SJTs, which invites applicants to picture themselves in the

situation, might prompt applicants to rate them as fairer

than the more abstract text-based SJTs. Aligned with this

assumption, it has been shown that SJTs including video

components received better scores for perceived fairness

(e.g., Kanning et al., 2006). Simulation-based assessments rely-

ing for instance, on videos have moreover been found to be

more engaging, which might be due to the fact that they

allow the capture of rich, ambient details of scenarios which

are typically lost in text-based versions of the same content,

help applicants to visualize the problem or situation they are

being asked to evaluate, and include more nuanced and non-

verbal cues (Bruk-Lee et al., 2013; Patterson et al., 2017;

Tuzinski et al., 2012). Administering a simulation might also

result in increased test motivation, i.e., invested effort (e.g.,

Gutierrez & Meyer, 2013): Videos, as compared to text, can

bring the scenario “to life” and might thus be more likely to

spark applicants’ interest and willingness to put forth effort.

Hence, we hypothesize that the video-component might be

key to offering a more enjoyable test experience and that

applicants will report more positive reactions with regard to

job-relatedness, fairness, engagement, and effort in both con-

ditions including videos than in the text-based condition.
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On the other hand, relations to test anxiety have, as far as we

know, not yet been subject to empirical investigations in the

context of video-based SJTs, meaning that our study is the first

to address this issue. At this point, a remark on the measurement

of anxiety in this study is warranted: Two items were employed to

measure test anxiety, one of them focusing on anxiety in a narrow

sense and the other (recoded) item describing feelings of relaxa-

tion during the test situation. In addition to the complete lack of

research on anxiety and different SJT formats, we acknowledge

the ambiguities concerning the measurement of the anxiety con-

struct in our study. Accordingly, we cautiously propose that appli-

cant anxiety may vary by condition, but we do not outline a priori

which conditions might differ with regard to anxiety levels.

Hypothesis 3a: Applicants will report significantly higher appli-

cant reaction (job-relatedness, fairness, engagement, and

effort) in the two conditions involving videos than in the text-

based condition.

Hypothesis 3b: Levels of anxiety will differ significantly between

the conditions.

Furthermore, meta-analytic evidence indicates that appli-

cants’ reactions are significantly related to their performance

on selection tests (e.g., Hausknecht et al., 2004; McCarthy et al.,

2013; Oostrom et al., 2012). While we propose that mean levels

of applicant reactions and performance may vary between

conditions, we do not see a reason to believe why the relations

between the constructs–and thus, the assumed functioning of

positive experiences during a test situation contributing to

better results in this test–should differ. Instead, we suggest

that the link between (more favourable) applicant reactions

and (higher) performance should equally pertain to all condi-

tions. We, therefore, hypothesize that more positive applicant

reactions in terms of job-relatedness, fairness, engagement,

and effort will predict higher SJT performance in all three

conditions (e.g., Hausknecht et al., 2004). Again, considering

the operationalization and measurement of test anxiety in this

study, which mixes anxiety with the feeling of simply not being

(too) relaxed, we do not specify a direction of effects a priori

and simply test whether anxiety significantly predicts SJT per-

formance in the three conditions. While anxiety most likely

interferes with test performance (e.g., Von der Embse et al.,

2018), we argue that a certain level of arousal (i.e., not feeling

[too] relaxed) assists applicants to mobilize cognitive resources

required to perform well. Hence, theoretically, both directions

of effects (positive and negative) seem plausible.

Hypothesis 4a: There will be a significant and positive relation

between applicant reactions in terms of job-relatedness, fair-

ness, engagement, and effort and SJT performance in all three

conditions.

Hypothesis 4b: There will be a significant relation between

anxiety and SJT performance in all three conditions.

In addition to studying applicant reactions to video-based

SJTs, researchers have also explored differences in SJT perfor-

mance for video vs. text-based formats. Chan and Schmitt

(1997) showed in their study that SJT performance was signifi-

cantly higher when the test had been administered in a video-

based format rather than in written (paper and pencil) format.

In contrast, although Lievens and Sackett (2006) did not test

mean differences in video vs. text-based SJT scores for statis-

tical significance, they reported means of virtually the same

size, 15.86 (SD = 2.45), for a video condition and 15.68

(SD = 2.46) for a text condition. More research on differences

in SJT performance between different formats is clearly needed;

however, due to the inconclusive state of current research, we

refrain from specifying a priori how mean scores might differ

and simply test whether significant differences between SJT

conditions can be found.

Hypothesis 5: SJT scores will differ significantly between the

conditions.

As a fourth contribution, we examine whether prospective

teachers’ SJT scores in the three conditions can be used to predict

their assessment centre scores (i.e., interview, group task, and role

play). The original text-based SJTs developed for teacher selection

have already been found to be related to similar assessment

centre components, with associations of small to medium sizes

(Klassen et al., 2020). While we assume that the SJTs used in this

study will produce similar patterns of relations to assessment

centre data, we leave it as an open question whether the relations

will differ between conditions.

Hypothesis 5: SJT scores in all three conditions will be signifi-

cantly and positively related to assessment centre tasks.

Figure 1 provides an overview of the relations tested in the

current study.

2. Method

2.1. Sample and procedure

A total of 290 participants (164 female, 123 male, 3 other or not

disclosed) completed the SJTs as part of the first stage of

selection into a science, technology, engineering, and mathe-

matics-focused (STEM) teacher education program. The mean

age of participants was 20.15 years (SD = 0.96). In total, 57.6% of

participants identified as White, 28.3% as Asian or Asian British,

5.9% as Black, African, Caribbean, or Black British, 5.2% as multi-

ple ethnic groups, and 3.1% as other ethnic groups.

Applicants were invited to a half-day assessment centre with

a teacher education provider based on their application form

and academic merit (i.e., predicted undergraduate degree clas-

sification and A-level results). As part of the selection criteria,

applicants were required to be in their second year of studying

a STEM subject at a higher education institution with

a predicted grade of 2:1 or above, or to have A-levels in two

STEM subjects. Assessment dates took place over 8 days

between November 2018 and March 2019. The assessment

centre included the SJT, an interview, a group task and discus-

sion, and a role play activity. To save time, the three tasks role

play, interview, and group discussion took place in parallel,

meaning that the order of the activities could differ between
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applicants. The SJT was the last task applicants had to work on

after finishing the other three tasks. The SJT was not used for

decision-making in the admission process as this study served

as a pilot study testing the different formats.

For the SJT, each participant was provided with a tablet and

headphones to complete a randomized SJT format using an

online survey platform. The SJT did not include a time limit so

that applicants who might need more time very were not dis-

advantaged by adding a “speed-component” to the test and was

invigilated by a member of the research team or an employee of

the teacher education provider. The SJT contained instructions

and a consent form advising applicants that their participation

was voluntary and that their SJT performance would not affect

their assessment centre results. Applicant reactions to the SJT

were measured directly after participants had completed the SJT.

All stages of the research (i.e., development and administration)

were reviewed and approved by the authors’ university ethics

review board and by the selection and recruitment team at the

teacher education provider. The authors of the current article are

not formally affiliated with the teacher education provider in

question and were not involved in making selection decisions.

2.2. Measures

2.2.1. SJT

Participants were randomly allocated into one of three SJT for-

mat conditions: (a) a video with text-version, (b) a video without

text-condition, and (c) a text-based version. The video with text

version included 3D characters involved in various school-based

activities, while a voice-over simultaneously described the sce-

nario (see Figure 1 for an overview). The animated characters

were designed to show basic emotions through facial expres-

sions (e.g., surprise, happiness, anger, sadness, confusion). At the

end of the video, a text version of the scenario content present-

ing exactly the same information as the voice-over appeared on

the screen. The video without text version also included videos

and the voice-over; however, it did not contain the text descrip-

tion at the end of the video (see Figure 2 for an example image

from one of the videos). The text-based version included the

scenario text and the voice-over. Hence, the two versions with

video shared the video feature, whereas the video with text and

the text-based version used the same text description of the

scenario. Moreover, there was an audio-component (i.e., the

voice-over) included in all three conditions so that applicants

with visual or reading difficulties were not disadvantaged. For

the text with audio condition, the audio automatically played

when the screen loaded. It was possible to pause the audio if

applicants wished to do so; however it was highly unlikely that

applicants chose to do so as the audio would have already

started playing. All versions of the SJT included exactly the

same 15 school-based scenarios that had previously been piloted

in text format (see Klassen et al., 2020) and measured the target

attributes of adaptability and resilience, organization and plan-

ning, empathy and communication, conscientiousness, mindset,

and emotion regulation. Each scenario had four response

options and applicants were asked to rate the appropriateness

of each of the options, from (1) appropriate to (4) inappropriate,

in consideration of what a beginning teacher should do in the

circumstances described in the scenario. The response options

and the rating of the responses were text-based for all

conditions.

The scoring key for the SJT had been established based

upon concordance panels with subject matter experts (SMEs)

in the field. A hybrid approach was adopted (see Bergman et al.,

2006 for details), whereby SMEs developed the initial scoring

key which was subsequently adapted based upon level of

Figure 1. Theoretical model tested in the current study and overview of the three conditions.
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expert consensus, item difficulty, item-total correlations, and

applicant scoring patterns. The scoring was based on the scor-

ing system described by Patterson et al. (2013), where points

are allocated based on the extent to which participants’

responses align with the established scoring key. For example,

participants were allocated three points if their response was in

direct alignment with the scoring key, two points if their answer

was one position away, one point if their answer was two

positions away, and no points if three positions away.

Therefore, there were 12 points available for each scenario (4

response options x 3 maximum points) equating to a total

available score of 180 (15 scenarios x 12 maximum points).

The reliability coefficients (Cronbach’s α) for the three condi-

tions were αvideo with text (vt) =.75; αvideo (v) = .55; and

αaudio with text (at) = .70.

2.2.2. Assessment centre data

Apart from the SJT, the assessment centre included (a) a one-to-

one interview assessing candidates’ competencies andmotivation

for entering the teaching profession (30 minutes), (b) a group

discussion exercise and presentation (15 minutes), (c) a one-to-

one role play with an assessor (5 minutes) followed by a written

self-evaluation task (8 minutes). For the interview, group discus-

sion, and role play, applicants were assessed against three to four

competencies (e.g., resilience, problem solving ability). Each com-

petencywas scored from 1–10, and themean scorewas calculated

for each activity. Applicants were required to meet a certain stan-

dard (i.e., a certain score, such as 7 out of 10) in at least one of the

competencies in order to be made an offer for the ITE program.

Reliability coefficients for the interview were α vt = 80; α v = .65;

and α at= .81, for the group task αvt= .90; αv = .91; αat = .86, and for

the role play αvt = .79; αv = .84; αat = .82.

2.2.3. Ethnicity

Due to the relatively smaller number of non-White participants, we

codedWhite participants as “majority” and all other ethnic groups

as “minority” and used these two categories in our analyses.

2.2.4. Applicant reactions

Applicant reactions to the SJT were measured using 14 items,

which comprised of five subscales: effort, engagement, test anxi-

ety, fairness, and job relatedness. The measures were adapted

from previously tested motivation, emotion, and applicant reac-

tion scales (Bruk-Lee et al., 2016; Frenzel et al., 2016; Knekta &

Eklöf, 2015; Smither et al., 1993; see also e.g., R. Klassen et al.,

2014). The scale assessing effort consisted of two items (sample

item: “I did my best on this test”), the scale for engagement

included three items (sample item: “It was fun to do this test”),

the scale for test anxiety consisted of two items (sample item:

“The test made me anxious”), the scale for fairness had three

items (sample item: “Overall, I believe the test was fair”), and the

scale for job relatedness used four items (sample item: “This test

Figure 2. Example images from two of the videos used in the situational judgement test.
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presented realistic scenarios”). Participants were asked to rate

each item from (1) strongly disagree to (7) strongly agree.

Reliability coefficients ranged from satisfactory to very good for

all scales and all conditions (effort: αvt = .76; αv = .69; αat = .66;

engagement: αvt = .88 αv = .83 αat = .84; overall α = .85; test

anxiety: αvt = .67 αv = .79 αat = .61; fairness: αvt = .87; αv = .84;

αat = .90; job relatedness: αvt = .84; αv = .87; αat = .78).

2.3. Statistical analyses

All analyses were performed using Mplus 8.2 (Muthén &

Muthén, 1998–2010). We conducted a multi-group path

model, with all effects estimated separately for the three con-

ditions. As a first step, we tested mean differences regarding

SJT scores and applicant reactions between the three groups

for significance by using the Mplus MODEL CONSTRAINT com-

mand (Green & Thompson, 2012). We then modelled the effects

of gender, ethnicity, and applicant reactions on SJT scores.

Furthermore, we investigated whether applicants’ SJT scores

predicted their assessment centre scores; that is, the scores on

the role play, the group task, and the interview (see Figure 1 for

a graphical representation of the tested path model).

The Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method

based on non-informative prior distributions according to the

program’s default settings was used to estimate the multigroup-

model (see Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2010). Bayesian estimation

has several advantages over maximum likelihood estimation; for

example, Bayes estimation provides more accurate results if

parameters are not normally distributed, as it can deal with

asymmetric distributions (e.g., Van de Schoot et al., 2014).

Moreover, it has been shown that Bayesian estimation can out-

perform maximum likelihood estimation when sample sizes are

small (e.g., Lee & Song, 2004; Van de Schoot et al., 2014).

Following recommendations by Hox et al. (2012), convergence

was assessed using the Gelman-Rubin criterion with a stricter

cut-off value of 0.01 rather than the default setting of 0.05. Eight

chains were requested for the Gibbs sampler and a minimum

number of 10,000 iterations were specified. Starting values were

based on the maximum likelihood estimates of the model para-

meters. Gelman-Rubin convergence statistics (Gelman & Rubin,

1992) were inspected to check for convergence.

Usually, the GROUPING statement in Mplus is used to run

multigroup models, but multigroup modelling is currently not

available in Mplus in combination with a Bayesian estimator.

We, therefore, relied on an alternative approach to specify such

a model and used the mixture module in Mplus with three

known classes and no latent class. This exactly mimics the

results of the multiple group option and is available with

a Bayesian estimator (see e.g., Van de Schoot et al., 2013). In

addition, instead of simply comparing patterns of significant

and non-significant findings between conditions, the Mplus

MODEL CONSTRAINT command was used to test the difference

in regression slopes for all effects (effects of gender, ethnicity,

and applicant reactions on SJT scores, effects of SJT scores on

assessment centre data) for the video with text vs. the video

without text vs. the text-condition for statistical significance.

We report unstandardized and standardized regression

coefficients. The standardized regression coefficients can be

interpreted according to Cohen’s guidelines (Cohen, 1988),

with values over .10, .30, and .50 reflecting small, moderate,

and large effect sizes, respectively. We conducted all analyses

with a statistical significance level of α = .05. Even though it

would also be possible to test the hypotheses using Bayesian

factors, we decided to test our hypotheses applying a critical

alpha level because this is the most commonly applied

approach in statistical hypothesis testing. There were no miss-

ing data on the item level for the scales assessing applicant

reactions, the SJT scores, and the single item asking partici-

pants to indicate their ethnicity. However, as three applicants

had indicated that they did not want to report their gender or

did not identified as males or females, their values on “gender”

were coded as missing values. Bayesian estimation was used to

deal with the very small amount of missing data (1% missing

values on gender). It should be mentioned that we obtained

virtually the same results when excluding these participants

from the analyses.

3. Results

Table 1 provides the descriptive statistics (mean, standard

deviation, minimum, maximum) for SJT scores, assessment

centre data, and applicant reactions separately for the three

conditions and Table 2 displays the descriptive statistics (mean,

standard deviation) for the SJT scores and applicant reactions

by gender and ethnicity separately for the three conditions. In

Tables 3–5 we report the bivariate correlations between all the

variables for the three conditions. As the multigroup model

included a set of predictors, we first checked whether the

data met the assumption of no multicollinearity. The tests

indicated that multicollinearity was not a concern (for the

video with text condition: Tolerance ranging between = .350

and .889, VIF ranging between = 1.125 and 2.856, for the video

Table 1. Descriptive statistics among all variables separately for the three conditions.

Video with text Video without text Text-based

Variable M SD Min. Max. M SD Min. Max. M SD Min. Max.

SJT score 145.33 5.86 131.00 161.00 145.74 6.66 116.00 160.00 144.96 6.14 127.00 157.00
Interview 6.30 1.14 3.33 8.67 6.17 1.04 3.00 9.00 6.30 1.10 3.33 8.67
Group task 5.93 1.16 2.75 8.00 6.06 1.11 2.50 9.00 6.05 .93 2.75 7.75
Role play 5.95 .93 3.25 7.75 6.17 .97 3.50 8.00 6.06 .99 2.25 8.75
AR Effort 5.94 .98 1.50 7.00 5.91 1.02 1.00 7.00 5.96 .86 3.50 7.00
AR Engagement 5.67 1.10 1.00 7.00 5.71 1.06 2.33 7.00 5.40 1.13 2.00 7.00
AR Test anxiety 1.98 1.10 1.00 6.00 2.10 1.18 1.00 6.50 1.95 .91 1.00 5.00
AR Fairness 5.90 .96 1.00 7.00 5.92 .92 1.67 7.00 5.79 1.00 2.67 7.00
AR Job relatedness 6.33 .81 1.75 7.00 6.35 .87 1.25 7.00 6.37 .70 4.00 7.00

SJT = Situational Judgement Test; AR = Applicant Reactions.
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without text condition: Tolerance ranging between = .415 and

.964, VIF ranging between = 1.037 and 2.408; for the text-

condition: Tolerance ranging between = .372 and .969, VIF

ranging between = 1.032 and 2.690).

The multigroup model converged properly. Below we report

the main results (mean differences in SJT scores and applicant

reactions; effects of gender and ethnicity, relations between

applicant reactions and SJT scores; and relations between SJT

scores and assessment centre data) in separate sections.

3.1. Mean differences in SJT scores and applicant

reactions

Tests for mean differences in SJT scores indicated no significant

difference in mean SJT scores between the three conditions (all

ps > .05). Significant mean differences in applicant reactions

were found for engagement, with significantly higher mean

scores for the video without text-condition than for the text-

based condition, p < .05, and for the video with text than for the

text-based condition, p < .05. The results indicated no statisti-

cally significant mean differences in engagement between the

two video conditions, p > .05. For all other applicant reactions,

no significant mean differences between any of the conditions

occurred (all ps > .05; see Table 1 for the mean scores of all

scales assessing applicant reactions and the SJT mean scores).

3.2. Effects of gender and ethnicity on SJT scores

No significant effect of gender on SJT scores was found for the

two conditions involving videos (for the video with text condi-

tion: unstandardized β̂ = −1.63, p > .05; for the video without

text condition, unstandardized β̂ = −0.37, p >.05), while gender

significantly predicted SJT performance in the text-based con-

dition (females scoring significantly higher than males, unstan-

dardized β̂ = −2.85, p < .05). The results furthermore indicated

significant effects of ethnicity, with members from majority

groups showing a significantly higher performance, in all

three conditions: −.3.02, p < .05 in the video without text-

condition; −.3.41, p < .01 in the video without text-condition,

and −.2.61, p < .05 in the text-based condition). However, none

of the differences in regression slopes attained statistical sig-

nificance (all p’s > .05). Table 2 reports the SJT mean scores by

gender and ethnicity separately for the three conditions.

Table 3. Correlations between SJT, assessment centre scores, and applicant
reactions for video with text condition.

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. SJT score – .14 .12 .02 .18 .11 .09 .08 .13
2. Interview – .25* .32** −.02 −.02 .04 −.05 −.03
3. Group task – .24* .04 −.01 .14 −.15 −.04
4. Role play – −.19 −.11 −.09 −.17 −.10
5. AR Effort – .65** −.36** .53** .60**
6. AR
Engagement

– −.54** .53** .67**

7. AR Test
anxiety

– −.38** −.50**

8. AR Fairness – .67**
9. AR Job
relatedness

–

SJT = Situational Judgement Test; AR = Applicant Reactions; *p <.05, **p <.01.

Table 4. Correlations between SJT, assessment centre scores, and applicant reactions for video without text condition.

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. SJT score – .08 .18 .33** .16 .19 −.02 −.01 .10
2. Interview – .50** .19 −.08 −.13 .10 .05 .09
3. Group task – .30** .11 −.02 .03 .18 .28**
4. Role play – .05 −.10 −.04 .03 .17
5. AR Effort – .53** −.39** .54** .56**
6. AR Engagement – −.26* .39** .52**
7. AR Test anxiety – −.53** −.43**
8. AR Fairness – .69**
9. AR Job relatedness –

SJT = Situational Judgement Test; AR = Applicant Reactions; *p <.05, **p <.01.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for SJT and applicant reactions by gender and ethnicity.

Video with texta Video without textb Text-basedc

Variable Group M (SD) M (SD) M (SD)

SJT score Female/Male 146.36 (5.46)/143.80 (6.21) 145.76 (5.55)/145.72 (7.93) 146.04 (6.25)/143.60 (5.77)
Majority/Minority 146.42 (6.20)/143.49 (4.76) 146.96 (7.17)/143.86 (5.36) 146.27 (5.40)/143.65 (6.58)

Effort Female/Male 6.09 (.90)/5.74 (1.03) 5.97 (1.11)/5.86 (.95) 5.99 (.79)/5.91 (.94)
Majority/Minority 5.96 (1.00)/5.90 (.95) 6.04 (.85)/5.73 (1.23) 5.98 (.81)/5.93 (.91)

Engagement Female/Male 5.86 (1.01)/5.36 (1.07) 5.73 (1.17)/5.68 (.92) 5.60 (.96)/5.15 (1.27)
Majority/Minority 5.64 (1.13)/5.72 (1.07) 5.60 (.94)/5.86 (1.22) 5.36 (1.18)/5.44 (1.08)

Test Anxiety Female/Male 2.03 (1.13)/1.90 (1.07) 2.09 (1.14)/2.12 (1.25) 2.05 (.94)/1.81 (.87)
Majority/Minority 1.89 (1.10)/2.13 (1.10) 2.12 (1.19)/2.07 (1.18) 1.93 (.94)/1.96 (.90)

Fairness Female/Male 5.95 (.96)/5.86 (.98) 6.00 (.91)/5.85 (.95) 5.74 (1.04)/5.84 (.95)
Majority/Minority 5.86 (1.08)/5.98 (.74) 5.92 (.82)/5.92 (1.07) 5.76 (1.07)/5.82 (.93)

Job rel. Female/Male 6.38 (.80)/6.25 (.84) 6.31 (.99)/6.38 (.73) 6.46 (.64)/6.24 (.75)
Majority/Minority 6.42 (.81)/6.19 (.82) 6.34 (.78)/6.35 (1.00) 6.42 (.67)/6.75 (.73)

SJT = Situational Judgement Test; Job rel. = Job relatedness.
an = 94 (58 female, 35 male, 59 Majority, 35 Minority); bn = 94 (49 female, 43 male, 57 Majority, 37 Minority); cn = 102 (57 female, 45 male, 51 Majority, 51 Minority).
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3.3. Relations between applicant reactions and SJT

scores

SJT scores were significantly and positively predicted by

engagement (unstandardized β̂ = 1.42, p < .05) in the video

without text-condition, whereas none of the other effects for

applicant reactions were statistically significant (unstandar-

dized β̂ ranging between −1.42 and 0.63, all ps > .05). There

were no statistically significant effects for the video with text-

condition (unstandardized β̂ ranging between 0.35 and 1.22, all

ps > .05) and the text-based condition (unstandardized β̂ ran-

ging between −1.87 and 1.10, all ps > .05, see Table 6 for all

effects). For the effect of anxiety predicting SJT performance

(two-tailed test), the regression slopes of the video with text

and the text-based condition differed significantly (p < .05),

with a non-significant positive effect in the first (unstandar-

dized β̂ = 1.22, p > .05) and a non-significant negative effect

in the second condition (unstandardized β̂ = −0.87, p > .05). All

other effects did not differ significantly between the three

conditions (all ps > .05). To provide additional information for

interested readers, Table 2 displays the mean scores of the

scales assessing applicant reactions separately by gender and

ethnicity separately for the three conditions.

3.4. Relations between SJT scores and assessment centre

data

For the video with text-condition, SJT scores did not significantly

predict scores on the assessment centre tasks (unstandardized β̂ =

0.03 for the interview, unstandardized β̂ = 0.02, for the group task,

unstandardized β̂ = 0.0, for the role play, all ps >.05). In the video

without text conditions, SJT scores did not significantly predict

interview scores (unstandardized β̂ = 0.01, p < .05); however, SJT

scores significantly and positively predicted scores on the group

task (unstandardized β̂ = 0.03, p < .05) and scores on the role play

(unstandardized β̂ = 0.05, p < .01). The same pattern emerged for

the text-based condition, with no significant effect of SJT scores on

interview scores (unstandardized β̂ = 0.01, p < .05), but significant

and positive effects on group task scores and role play scores

(unstandardized β̂ = 0.03, p < .05, and unstandardized β̂ = 0.04,

p < .05). Testing differences in regression slopes for statistical

significance between conditions did not reveal any statistically

significant difference (all ps > .05). Table 6 displays all unstandar-

dized effects and standardized effects.

4. Discussion

The present study contributes to research on SJTs by investi-

gating whether different formats of SJTs elicit qualitatively

different experiences, i.e., applicant reactions, and affect pro-

spective teachers’ performance on the SJTs. Moreover, we stu-

died the effects of gender and ethnicity on SJT performance

and explored the link between applicant reactions and SJT test

performance. A further aim of our work was to look at the

Table 5. Correlations between SJT, assessment centre scores, and applicant reactions for the text-based condition.

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. SJT score – .05 .22* .22* .14 .03 −10 −.03 −.03
2. Interview – .18 .28** .05 .20* −.07 .07 .09
3. Group task – .34** −.10 −.06 −.07 −.12 .00
4. Role play – −.07 .23* .07 .05 .12
5. AR Effort – .38** −.25* .32** .40**
6. AR Engagement – −.17 .45** .53**
7. AR Test anxiety – −.34** −.27**
8. AR Fairness – .73**
9. AR Job relatedness –

SJT = Situational Judgement Test; AR = Applicant Reactions; *p <.05, **p <.01.

Table 6. Unstandardized and standardized estimates of all effects separately for
the three conditions.

Effects
Unstandardized
estimates (S.D.)

Standardized
estimates (S.D.)

Video with text-condition

Gender → SJT scores −1.628 (1.377) −0.123 (0.102)
Ethnicity → SJT scores −3.019 (1.380)* −0.458 (0.199)*
Effort → SJT scores 0.800 (0.902) 0.118 (0.131)
Engagement → SJT scores 0.369 (0.942) 0.062 (0.154)
Anxiety→ SJT scores 1.218 (0.720) 0.202 (0.115)
Fairness→ SJT scores 0.350 (1.291) 0.034 (0.133)
Job relatedness → SJT scores 0.444 (1.302) 0.043 (0.156)
SJT scores → Interview 0.027 (0.020) 0.162 (0.111)
SJT scores → Group task 0.024 (0.019) 0.145 (0.113)
SJT scores → Role play 0.003 (0.017) 0.023 (0.116)

Video without text-condition

Gender → SJT scores −0.373 (1.284) −0.028 (0.095)
Ethnicity → SJT scores −3.411 (1.340)** −0.513 (0.189)**
Effort → SJT scores 0.340 (0.854) 0.052 (0.129)
Engagement → SJT scores 1.418 (0.761)* 0.224 (0.116)*
Anxiety→ SJT scores −0.099 (0.639) −0.017 (0.111)
Fairness → SJT scores −1.417 (1.046) −0.195 (0.140)
Job relatedness → SJT scores 0.630 (1.115) 0.082 (0.142)
SJT scores → Interview 0.013 (0.017) 0.076 (0.102)
SJT scores →Group task 0.031 (0.017)* 0.187 (0.099)*
SJT scores → Role play 0.047 (0.015)** 0.313 (0.091)**

Text based-condition

Gender → SJT scores −2.849 (1.295)* −0.213 (0.092)*
Ethnicity → SJT scores −2.612 (1.219)* −0.393 (0.176)*
Effort → SJT scores 1.100 (0.794) 0.141 (0.099)
Engagement → SJT scores 0.020 (0.665) 0.003 (0.111)
Anxiety → SJT scores −0.866 (0.722) −0.118 (0.096)
Fairness → SJT scores 0.317 (0.946) −0.048 (0.139)
Job relatedness → SJT scores −1.873 (1.421) −0.196 (0.144)
SJT scores → Interview 0.009 (0.018) 0.057 (0.107)
SJT scores → Group task 0.034 (0.017)* 0.206 (0.101)*
SJT scores → Role play 0.036 (0.016)* 0.244 (0.100)*

Multi-group regression results. S.D. = Bayesian Posterior Standard Deviation;
Please note that standardized effects depend on the standard deviation and
can therefore only be interpreted within the group of participants of the video
with text-condition, video without text-condition, or text-based condition,
respectively, meaning that they cannot be compared between groups; Two-
tailed tests were conducted for anxiety predicting SJT scores; Gender was
coded as a dichotomous variable with 0 = female and 1 = male; Ethnicity
was coded as a dichotomous variable with 0 = majority and 1 = minority;
*p <.05, **p <.01.
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relations between SJT format and assessment centre data.

These questions were addressed in a quasi-experiment with

prospective teachers randomly assigned to one of the three

conditions, providing a reliable context in which to examine

different SJT formats.

First, consistent with our hypothesis, we found that the

video-based conditions elicited more positive applicant reac-

tions for engagement in the selection process. Our results

showed that applicants perceived that video-based SJTs were

significantly more engaging than the text-based format. The

findings for engagement are in line with prior research report-

ing that stimulation-based assessments using videos can pro-

mote applicants’ feeling of engagement (Tuzinski et al., 2012).

We, thus, conclude that employing video-SJTs in teacher selec-

tion might be a way to offer applicants interesting and pleasant

experiences that prompt them to engage with, and enjoy work-

ing on, the provided complex classroom situations. On the

other hand, strong evidence for the benefits of video-based

SJTs in terms of applicant reactions could not be established for

its aspects of fairness, job relatedness, test anxiety, and effort

(e.g., Kanning et al., 2006; Richman-Hirsch et al., 2000).

Furthermore, overall SJT scores did not differ significantly

between conditions, suggesting that the addition of 3D video

material may not increase applicants’ performance on SJTs. This

finding is in line with the study by Lievens and Sackett (2006),

but contradicts the conclusions presented in Chan and Schmitt

(1997) work that the presumably more concrete and realistic

video-conditions should boost applicants’ performance.

The second key findings of our study relate to differential

impacts of format in terms of gender and ethnicity. We had

expected gender effects (females > males) in all conditions,

with larger effects in the two video-based conditions due to

the robust finding that females outperform males in recogniz-

ing basic facial emotions. The results demonstrated that

females scored higher than males in the text-based, but not

in the two video-based conditions where no significant gender

effects occurred. A potential explanation could be that the

combination of video and audio-component might have been

particularly beneficial for male applicants. The voice-over expli-

citly described emotional features (e.g., “angry parent”, “upset

pupil”) that they could also find in the video. This might have

allowed to compensate for the lower facial recognition perfor-

mance of males. Even though the text-based format also

included the audio-component, it might be less advantageous

to read and hear exactly the same information than hearing it

and simultaneously watching a vivid and lively video sequence

complementing the heard information. In addition, our study

was not designed to answer questions about personality and

gender interactions, but it is feasible that video-based SJTs

require a different way of processing that is less dependent

on personality characteristics, thereby reducing advantages for

females arising from “personality load” of SJTs (Whetzel et al.,

2008). Of course, as other studies on video SJTs find gender bias

(e.g., Lievens, 2013; MacCann et al., 2016), it can be questioned

whether the finding here might be specific to our study and

sample. Moreover, it has to be mentioned that none of the

regression slopes differed significantly. Nonetheless, we sug-

gest that the pattern of significant vs. non-significant gender

effects points towards potential practical implications for

prospective teacher selection practices. For instance, shortages

of male teachers have commonly been observed in areas such

as primary education (e.g., OECD, 2018). Although the female-

male imbalance is not as much of an issue for STEM teachers

(e.g., Nguyen & Redding, 2018), and although replications in

other samples of prospective teachers and different educa-

tional contexts are clearly needed, our findings underline the

potential usefulness of video-based SJTs including a voice-over

component in decreasing gender gaps.

In contrast to the differentiated findings for gender, our

study revealed ethnicity bias for all three conditions, with med-

ium to large effects and no significant differences in the regres-

sion slopes between the conditions. Hence, our hypotheses

building on the promising and widely cited findings of Chan

and Schmitt (1997) that video-based conditions would lead to

smaller effects of ethnicity on SJT scores had to be rejected. In

search for possible explanations, we acknowledge various dif-

ferences between our work and that of Chan and Schmitt

(1997) in terms of the formats (e.g., paper and pencil written

format in Chan and Schmitt (1997) vs. computerized formats in

all of our conditions). Furthermore, our studies differed in the

samples (prospective teachers vs. undergraduate students), the

ethnicity categories (Black and White participants in Chan and

Schmitt), and the development of the content (Chan and

Schmitt developed written SJTs based on existing video-SJTs;

the opposite sequence was employed in our study). This makes

comparisons between ours and Chan and Schmitt (1997)

results difficult and it has to be emphasized that both studies

represent isolated findings. We, thus, call for increased research

efforts paying attention to SJT formats to gain clarity on

whether certain formats may assist in reducing the challenges

related to ethnicity differences in SJTs. The cognitive load of

SJTs has been discussed as a possible contributor to ethnicity

differences, and we used a cognitive load argument to frame

our hypotheses; still, we did not test the cognitive loading of

our SJT formats. In addition, it might be that the video formats

in our study added further irrelevant cues (e.g., Weekley &

Jones, 1997), making them different from video-based SJT for-

mats in other studies (Chan & Schmitt, 1997).

Third, the link between applicant reactions and SJT perfor-

mance indicated that engagement positively predicted SJT

performance in the video without text-condition. As such,

while higher mean scores for engagement were found in

both video conditions, higher engagement translated into

higher performance only in the video-condition without text.

We suggest that the additional text in the video-condition with

text displayed prior to the rating of the different response

options might have added a distraction component diverting

applicants’ attention from the task. On the other hand, none of

the other effects regarding the link between applicant reac-

tions and SJT scores were significant. With the sole exception of

the effect for anxiety predicting SJT performance, none of the

differences in regression slopes attained statistical significance.

Anxiety was not statistically significantly and positively related

to SJT performance in the video with text-condition and not

statistically significantly and negatively related to SJT perfor-

mance in the text-based condition, and these effects differed

significantly. Taking a closer look at the measurement of test

anxiety and characteristics of the video with text-condition
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might aid in understanding this finding. In our study we

assessed test anxiety using two items, one of them focusing

on anxiety in a narrow sense and the other item that was

recoded describing feelings of relaxation during the test situa-

tion. Anxiety most likely interferes with test performance (e.g.,

Von der Embse et al., 2018). On the other hand, a certain level of

activation in that applicants do not feel (too) relaxed might

help them to focus on the task at hand, and thus might even be

required to perform well. We further suggest that the need for

a certain level of arousal might be especially relevant in the

video with text-condition, in which applicants had to make

sense of the information presented in the video, the voiceover,

and the text. In the video without text-condition, the informa-

tion on the scenario was restricted to the video and the voice-

over, and in the text-based condition, to the voiceover and the

text.

Fourth, we examined the relations between the SJT scores

and applicants’ scores on three assessment centre tasks (i.e.,

interview, role play, and group task). The results revealed that

SJT performance was not significantly related to interview per-

formance. Role play and group task scores were positively

associated with SJT scores in the video without text and in

the text conditions, but not in the video with text-condition.

The potential distraction component added by the additional

text in the video with text-condition that we discussed as

reason for the lack of a statistically significantly effect of

engagement predicting SJT performance in the video with text-

condition (see above) might also come into play here. It might

be that applicants in the video with text-condition, who were

better able or willing to e.g., stay focused and blank out redun-

dant cues, scored higher, meaning that the SJT score did not

reflect “pure” SJT performance. This ability or motivational

tendency might be less relevant for the role play and group

task as well as the other SJT conditions and these differences in

the sets of skills and motivations required to perform well could

maybe explain the results. All in all, the findings concerning the

relations between video- and text-based SJTs extend our

knowledge of SJTs for teacher selection as prior research rely-

ing on strictly text-based formats yielded mainly (small to

medium) positive relations with partially overlapping assess-

ment centre tasks (Klassen et al., 2020). However, it should be

mentioned that none of the regression slopes differed signifi-

cantly between conditions. Methodologically, our work, there-

fore, clearly highlights the value of testing regression slopes for

statistical significance instead of merely relying on the inter-

pretation of the pattern of results obtained for different groups

or formats for future studies in selection research. Solely paying

attention to the size of effects and the statistical significance of

paths can be misleading and might hamper research progress

and consequently theory-building by producing information

that potentially exaggerates differences among groups/

formats.

4.1. Limitations and future lines for research

Several possible limitations to the present study are worth

noting. One limitation concerns the fact that we discussed

the role of cognitive and personality load but did not exam-

ine the relations between SJTs and measures of cognitive

ability and personality. Thus, it might be useful to directly

test these relations in future studies. In addition, while we

considered the effects of gender and ethnicity, an explora-

tion of the impact of numerous other individual difference

variables and their interaction with SJT presentation formats

still lies ahead. We therefore believe that future research

would do well to expand the insights gained in our study

by considering further individual difference variables ranging

from e.g., disability status, socio-economic status, or scholas-

tic achievement to individual differences in motivational

patterns, e.g., in how individuals’ approach learning and

achievement situations (achievement goals, e.g., Elliot,

2005; see also e.g., Bardach, Oczlon, et al., 2019; Bardach,

Lüftenegger, et al., 2019) or their beliefs in their own abilities

to succeed in a given task (self-efficacy, e.g., Klassen & Tze,

2014). From a methodological perspective, a further limita-

tion relates to the sample size (around 100 applicants in each

condition). This did not allow us to conduct latent variable

modelling, and, specifically, measurement invariance testing

to examine whether the same (latent) construct is being

assessed in each condition and in the different subgroups

(females vs. males and majority vs. minority). We highly

recommend that future studies relying on a larger pool of

prospective teachers thoroughly explore these issues. Finally,

our study offered important insights into the functioning of

video and text-based SJTs. Still, much more can be done in

this area and we aim to encourage researchers to explore

further design features, e.g., video vs. text-based response

options, and their effects.

4.2. Conclusions

The current work used a quasi-experimental design to inves-

tigate open questions targeting at and linking three promi-

nent areas of selection research; namely, technological

advancements, subgroup differences, and applicant reac-

tions. In conclusion, a key finding of our study is that video-

based SJTs might counteract gender-related gaps in SJT

performance. Nevertheless, we caution against overstating

the benefits of video-based SJTs because of the significant

ethnicity effects that were found for all conditions and that

need to be addressed in future studies. In addition, prospec-

tive teachers rated video-based SJTs as more engaging,

whereas other applicant reactions (e.g., perceptions of fair-

ness) did not differ between the three formats. As the first

study comparing different SJT formats designed for teacher

selection, our work can be seen as an important step

towards obtaining a more comprehensive understanding of

the role that SJT presentation formats might play in this

context and could serve as an inspiration for future studies

further unravelling the interplay between SJT formats, gen-

der and ethnicity, and applicant reactions in teacher

selection.
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